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Plans for My Book Project
Posted on July 14, 2015

I have received a lot of comments from people who are interested in my anticipated book project, and now that I
have settled into my Summer 2015 routine, I think it is time to lay out where I plan to take the book.

First, I posted some concerns last year about where this book will fit into my long-term career plans. My goal is
to one day become a tenured professor (si fata sinant) at an accredited university. To do that you have to jump
through a number of hurdles, including publishing a certain amount of academic books and articles. Usually,
scholars are discouraged from publishing textbooks and trade books, until they have first written publications
directed towards scholars and received tenure. Since this book will be directed towards a general audience,
therefore, I was a bit concerned about publishing it too early in my career.

I spoke at length, however, with NT scholar Christine Thomas last quarter, and she provided me with some good
insights. First off, she stated that, so long as I choose the correct publisher, a book like this can be considered
separate from my academic publishing. It would be a book that I published as a public intellectual, not as a
Classics or Religious Studies scholar. As such, she stated that a book like this would not hurt my chances for a
job or tenure. That said, it would also not help my chances either. It would be a book that I wrote as part of my
own private intellectual interests. Which is fine, since I will also be working on my dissertation (and articles)
these next three years as part of my academic publishing. Learning this, I now feel more comfortable proceeding
with the book project.

Second, the scope and focus of this book has been something that has been nagging me since I first decided to
write it. Counter-apologetics can cover a wide range of issues, such as metaphysics, epistemology, cosmology,
philosophy of mind, ethics, historical methodology, early Christianity, the formation of the biblical canon, and
defending naturalism and secular humanism, among others. As I discuss in my blogs “God Mode” and “The God
Box,” apologists will try to sneak God into any of these issues using god-of-the-gaps logic. The arguments that
apologists provide do not really provide real answers to any of these issues, rather than seek to stump non-
believers with arcane questions that they can’t answer. Wherever one gap is left, God gets shoved into it and
theists then declare a debate victory. To provide genuine answers, you have to be knowledgeable on a wide
range of issues.

I want a book like this to provide a survey of how to address and respond to these apologetic talking points, so
that one can run the gauntlet, as it were, and counter almost every objection that the apologist throws at her. As
such, the book will be very similar to my ‘Counter-Apologetics FAQ.’

I do not want this book to merely be a published version of my blog content, however. To begin with, that
wouldn’t be very original, since that material has already been written and is available online. Likewise, a major
advantage of the blog platform is that you can provide embedded links, which direct people to the material that
you are citing. I feel that merely publishing my blog in book form would actually result in a product of
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diminished value, since the blog platform already suites the content better.

I also thought about expanding even further on my blog content in a larger publication. That task, however,
would be very challenging and time-consuming. I have written a lot on this blog, literally several hundred pages.
Any book seeking to outdo the content that is already there would be very fat and dense. It would also probably
be less useful to a general audience who is just getting introduced to these issues. Likewise, I have a dissertation
to write, so I can’t be distracted by another project of that size.

I want my first counter-apologetics book, therefore, to not be too large. I figure I can always write more books
later on to expand further, rather than provide a magnum opus with the first publication.

I have a different idea, therefore, for the scope and size of this book. This book is very much going to be an
introduction that directs people to further resources. In fact, I have decided that the title of the book will be
Counter-Apologetics: An Introduction. (I had previously thought of titling the book Doubting
Christianity, but I like this new title better.) The book will discuss the problems listed above about how
apologists seek to target people with a shotgun on a wide range of issues. If someone is knowledgeable about
evolution and how to counter creationism, the apologist will then try to hit them on the resurrection of Jesus. If
someone is knowledgeable about how to counter historical apologetics, they will then try to hit them with
theology and philosophy. Take my debate with Don Johnson a couple years back, for example. Johnson knew
that I was knowledgeable about early Christianity and historical methodology, so he tried to ambush me with a
debate about abstract objects and universals.

Apologists have to try to always hit people on weak spots, because when you match apologetic arguments with
the correct secular expert, the apologetic position virtually always is weaker. Take William Lane Craig’s debate
with professional ethicist Shelly Kagan, for example. Apologists love to tout Craig’s “debate victories,” but
virtually every debate in which Craig gets a rhetorical advantage is do to a poorly formated debate structure. In a
standard debate about God’s existence, Craig will usually throw out the cosmological argument, the moral
argument, and the resurrection of Jesus. To answer all three of these issues at once with any depth, you have to
be an expert in cosmological science, ethical philosophy, and historical methodology and Christian origins. How
many people have training in all of those areas at once? Craig, in contrast, just needs to find one gap in his
opponent’s response, and then “magic” gets filled in and apologists declare a debate victory.

But, in his debate with Kagan, Craig was debating solely the moral argument, and that’s it. And Kagan
annihilated him. It was a truly amazing victory, because Kagan didn’t even look like he was trying to debate
Craig. He was simply lecturing him on a topic that he was immensely knowledgeable about. Every objection that
Craig would throw up Kagan would have an immediate and eloquent answer for. Because, finally, Craig was
debating the correct expert on the correct issue. When debates are structured this way, apologists will virtually
always lose, because their arguments are simply that much weaker. That’s why nobody in secular universities
takes them seriously, and Christian scholarship is predominantly done at biased faith-based universities.

So, what my book will do is provide a compendium laying out a wide range of common apologetic arguments,
providing summary responses to them, and then (even more importantly) directing people towards resources
and experts for how to even further address these issues. Need to refute the cosmological argument? I will direct
people towards physicist Sean Carroll. Need to refute the moral argument? I will direct people to ethicist Shelly
Kagan. Need to refute historical apologetics? I will direct people to NT scholar Bart Ehrman.
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A book like this will be handy, because you do not usually find a skeptic book that addresses all these issues at
once. Usually, you can get atheist books that refute theological arguments, but say nothing about the
background of the New Testament. Or, you can get a book on the New Testament, but it will then say nothing
about how to refute philosophical apologetics. This book, I intend, will provide a compendium for how to
address all of these issue at once, and to run the gauntlet of refuting almost anything that an apologist throws at
you. It also won’t need to be too long because, as the book states, it will only be an “introduction” of how to
address these issues.

I think a book like this is highly needed in atheist, naturalist, and secular humanist communities. So, that’s what
I am planning to write.

I had drawn up a preliminary ‘Table of Contents‘ when I was working on the book last year, which already lays
out a lot of the topics that I plan for the book to address. Take a look at it if you are interested, and also feel free
to propose additional topics in the comments below. I want this book to be comprehensive, so I encourage
people to tell me topics that they would like me to address. I can’t gauruntee that the book will cover all of them,
since I don’t want to make it too large, but I want it to at least hit all of the major apologetic arguments.

Another thing that this book will provide is, when possible, surveys of professional trends and consensuses on
the topics that the book addresses. I have discussed such trends before in my post “Trends of Atheism and
Naturalism among Professional Philosophers.” I will show, through doing this, how apologetic arguments are
virtually always minority positions in areas of cosmology, philosophy, and NT scholarship. Likewise, I will
include a section exposing the faith-based universities where most apologetics research takes place, detailing all
of the bias and motivated reasoning that goes into most apologetics material. At the end, it will be clear that
apologetics does not belong to serious academic scholarship. On almost every issue that is relevant, secular
positions are inline with academic consensuses.

No guarantee on when the book will be completed. It will have to take second priority to my academic work.
But, I hope to finish it sometime between 2016-2018. But no promises. Anyhow, that is my plan for the book.
Let me know what you think in the comments below!

-Matthew Ferguson
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